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May, Snipes, Smith, Shepard Head 49 Taps
Other Positions Are
Also Made Known
New Officers To Take Over
Immediately; To Start
Work On '49 Taps
NEW POSTS CREATED
Dan May, arts and science junior of Calhoun Falls has been
elected editor of the 1949 Taps.
He succeeds J. O. Lewis. Bill
Snipes, arts and science junior of
Marion, will take over the business manager post vacated by
Wendell Thomas. Lewis Smith,
agricultural junior' of Mullins was
\ named the associate editor succeeding Richard Imershein. Jack
Shepard, architectural senior of
Washington, D. C, takes over as
design editor, a position held by
Phelps Bultman. The managing
editor post comes under the guidance . of Bob Wiggins, arts and
science junior of Mullins. He succeeds J. A. Smith. Bob Gettys,
mechanical engineering sophomore of Rock Hill succeeds himself as staff photographer. J. D.
McMahan, textile manufacturing
sophomore of Columbia, will take
over the post of feature editor,
held now by Dan May.
Literary Editor Dave Spiner
chemistry junior of Tampa, Florida fills in the post vacated by
Dan May. R. A. Julian, arts and
science junior of Greenwood will
serve as class editor. Bill Mitr
chell takes over as copy editor.
Bill Darby, arts and science sophomore of Fort Motte, assumes the
sales manager post. Tom Dunaway, chemistry junior, of Thomason, Georgia, was elected sports
editor.
Still other positions include
Willie Sloan, architectural sophomore of Anderson, engraving editor, Dave Peebles, arts and science
junior of Hampton, Virginia, Dan
Baxley, pre-med junior of Kershaw, office manager and J. P.
Parnell, textile manufacturing
freshman of Calhoun Falls and
Archie Barker, mechanical engineering freshman of Allendale as
photographer assistants.
J. O. Lewis announced that
several new positions had been
created for the next year's book.
pproximaAtely eight new posts
altogether will come into being.
These include class editor, sports
editor, sales manager, engraving
editor, assistant literary editor,
office manager and photographer
assistants.
.
The new officers will begin to
work on the 1949 year book as
soon as all details are ironed out
on the 1948 edition.

NEW TAPS

Gamma Alpha Mu Taps 7 Member:

LEADERS
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VA Contact Man Will
Visit Here Two Days
Per Week In Future

Ordnance Men Are
Given Trip To
Atlanta, Georgia
I
On Wednesday, March 17, the
Ordnance class of Clemson's R.
O. T. C. made a trip to the Ordnance Depot at Atlanta. The
cadets spent the day viewing the
many different departments furnished by the army for instruction in the automotive field.
This was, in part, a preview of
what the cadets will study while
in camp this summer. The students in the school at Atlanta
receive training on various army
vehicles beginning with the chasis
and working up through the entire vehicle.
Captain D. A. Hewett, who was
in charge of the group while on
the post, presented each cadet
with a highly polished bronze
paper weight in the form of an
anvil. This was a small example
of the work carried on by the
Ordnance school.

«

COHEN IS JUDGE

Seven Clemson students and
one honorary member have been
awarded membership in Gamma
Alpha Mu, local honor writers
fraternity. The new members
were selected on their ability injournalism and poetry by manuscripts sent to Octavus Roy Cohen,
former Clemson student, who is
now one of the foremost writers
in the country.
The new members chosen are
J. B. Shuler, arts and science
senior of McClellanville for poetry.
Ho well T. Arthur, arts and sci-~
ence sophomore of Bristol, Tennessee, for journalism L. B. Smith,
agronomy junior, of Mullins, for
journalism, C. M. Crawford,
chemistry junior of Greenville for
journalism, Harold F. Landrith,
arts and science junior of Seneca,
for journalism, Charles N. Still,
chemistry junior of Greenwood,
for journalism, and Tommy R.
Cotten, civil engineering junior of
Charleston for journalism. The
one honorary .member taken into
the organization was J. M. Eleazer, agronomy graduate of Clem- j
On Friday and Saturday, April
son of the class of 1916, who is |
9 and 10, most of the faculty
now Clemson information specialmembers of the Physics Departist.
ment and a number of their stuGamma Alpha Mu was organdents Will attend the annal meetized on the campus some years I
ing of the Southeastern Section,
BYRNES
POOLE
ago by Professor John Lane andl
American Physical Society, at
The Clemson Board of Trustees recently held a meeting here, and
Mr. Cohen. The purpose of the|
Oak Ridge, Tennessee. This secone of the notable visitors was former ^Secretary of the State,
club is to ^further stimulate intertion covers the territory from VirJames F. Byrnes, who is a life member of the Clemson board.
est in journalistic writing amongl
ginia to Louisiana.
Here Mr. Byrnes "gives the word" to Dr. R. F. Poole, President of
Clemson students. Since its organ-1
Among those faculty members
Clemson College.
ization, top students who have!
expecting to attend from Clemshown interest in the newspaper* I
son are: Dr. L. D. Huff, Dr. T. J.
field while at Clemson, and somel
Lindsey, Dr. A. C. Menius, Mr.
of the leading newspapermen inl
A. R. Reed, Mr. K. L. Wood, Mr.
this area, have been taken intol
J. Harvey Mitchell, Mr. J. M.
Watkins, Mr. T. J Tu.rner, Mr. J.
the organization.
Manuscripts!
A. Suddeth and Mr. R. F. Martin,
are sent to Cohen once a yearj
Jr. Twelve students will also atThe Scabbard and Blade and and he is the sole judge on membership.
tend.
Fate
Of
'48
Taps
Now
the Pershing Rifles »re making
Dr. A. C. Menius and Mr. T. J.
Students who are now at Clemplans for a gala week-end April son and are active members oi
Turner will present a paper, Resting On Printer
9-10, according to a statement this the organization are H. G. Rey-i
PARTICLE. GROWTH IN THE
ELECTRON MICROSCOPE, and
The 1948 TAPS is in the hands week by Brice Lytle, Cadet nolds, former editor of The TigerJ
Dr L. D. Huff will present a pa- of the printer, according to a Colonel, for on those dates the W. C. Kennerty, former editor oif
per on A MODERN PHYSICS statement of Editor-elect Dan
The Agraian, George Moisson, for
two clubs jointly sponsor the an- mer columnist of The Tiger, J. Ol
LABORATORY.
S. May. Final shipment of copy nual Military Ball.
Lewis, editor of The Taps, A. pi
to R. L. Bryan Printing ComFestivities include a formal Calhoun, former ditor of ThJ
Anderson Is Elected
pany in Columbia were com- dance and banquet on Friday Tiger, Bob Bradley, present ediJ
pleted
last week.
night, an informal dance on Sat- tor of The Tiger, and L. D. Rey-I
To Head Forum Group
All engraving had been pre- urday night, and, climaxing the nolds, present sports editor of ThJ
Tiger. Tally S. Fox, former co-l
Dr. G. W. Anderson, professor viously sent to Photo-Process
whole affair, the selection of the editor of The Tiger but more re]
of Bacteriology, was elected pres- Engravers in Atlanta. Both
successor to Miss Betty Barton of cently employed by The Greenl
ident of the Forum Club, which is
composed of faculty members at printer and engraver are rush- Anderson as Honorary Cadet ville Piedmont, was president ol
the organization until his grad|
a meeting held on Tuesday, ing work on the TAPS, and Colonel.
uation last February.
present plans call for delivery
March 23.
Girls eligible for this position
Honorary members of the orl
Dr. L. D. Huff, professor of of the yearbook to the students
are
the
dates
of
cadet
officers
ganization
are T. K. Acker of th|
the
latter
part
of
May.
physics, was elected vice-presiAll students who have nojt holding the rank of captain or Anderson Independent, W. G. Ash
dent, and E. W. Hardin, Methodist minister, was elected secre- paid their TAPS space are above. Since there are approxi- more, A. B. Bryan, retired agri|
taryj-treasurer. New members urged to do so now. Payments mately fifteen officers holding cultural editor at Clemson, Wrig
elected were Dr. T. C. Alexander, may be made to Wendell H. this rank, the judges must select Bryan, editor of the Atlanta Jon
nal, Harper S. Gault, advertisinl
Thomas, in room 8-123.
and Dr. A. C. Menius.
one girl from the fifteen for the manager of the Rock Hill Heralif
F. H. Jeter, agricultural editor
honor.
N. C. State, Ben Robertson, Jrj
Tentative plans call for seven
former writer for the paper PR
•judges. Though not definite, it who was killed in a plane crasl
is thought that the following men over five years ago, and J. B. Hal)
u.n-n
v,0 marlo
np-jrt week concern'
concernwill be
made next
will act in that capacity: Colonel editor of The Anderson Dal
ing the time and place boys will Thackston, Commandant; Lieu- Mail.
be able to sign up rooms for tenant Colonel Watson, faculty
their dates.
advisor for Scabbard and Blade'; E. D. Fry Elected As
The Brigadiers came into ex- Professor John Lane, speaker at
istence in February of 1947. They Friday night's banquet; Lieutenant Waterworks Presidei
have been in operation for al- Colonel Smith, faculty advisor
E. D. Fry, superintendent of
most a year and have fully equip- for Pershing Rifles; Dr. Owens; Greenville Sewer District, h i
ped themselves in that time. They Professor J. C. Green, and Lieu- been elected president of til
South Carolina Water Works arl
have toured South Carolina com- tenant Colonel Crosby.
The entrants will be introduced Sewage Association at the groui
pletely in that time and have
$8$Si recently performed in North Caro- to the judge's at the banquet. annual meeting here at Clemsd
Later, during the grand march, College. He succeeds J. H. Stepl|
lina and Tennessee.
which is to be held at the dance ens of Columbia.
?jtMMI$$£
Also named fo offices were
Tickets for the formal dance on Friday night, the judges will
on the 9th will be two dollars, make the final decision. Announ- W. Logan, superintendent of tl)
Beaufort water works, vice-presf
and the tickets for the dance on cement of the winner will be dent, and W. T. Linton, a mer
made immediately after intermisthe 10th will be two-fifty per sion. At the same time an honor- ber of the State Board of Heal|
copule. There will be no block ary cadet captain for Pershing from Columbia, secretary
reasurerv
Rifles will he chosen
tickets sold for this dan
SBSWBSS-S;

Physics Department
Group Will Attend
Tennessee Meetings

The mothers of all our children
are women.
Dean Washington
With this stuff, you can't see it,
you can't smell it. All you do is
go to sleep and die.
Prof. Czarnitzki

Military Ball To Be Held Next Week-End

SMITH
Recently elected officers for the 1949 Taps were announced yesterday by retiring editor, J. O. Lewis. They are Dan May, editor,
Bill Snipes, business manager, L. B. Smith, associate editor, and
Jack Shepperd, design editor. These men will assume duties
immediately.

Senior Nominations New Orleans Forum
Will Be Made Soon
Nominations for the officers
of next year's senior class will
be made in the college chapel
at 7:00 p. m. on April 13. The
voting on these nominations
will take place between 8:00 a.
m. and 7:30 p. m., April 19, in
the front of the Post Office.
The Senior Council will be
nominated on April 20 in the
college chapel. The whole student body is now eligible to
make nominations, and all students should attend this meeting.
The Junior and Sophomore
class officers for next year will
be nominated on April 20, according to information received
by this office. The voting for
these positions will take place
April 26 in front of the Post
Office from 8:00 a. m. to 7:30
p. m.

".

Meeting Postponed
The National, Student Forum
scheduled for April 14-17 in New
Orleans has been postponed until a later date which has not yet
been announced. This postponement was necessitated by the indefinite deferrment of the World
Forum which was scheduled there
on the same dates under the
sponsorship of TIME Magazine
and the City Of New Orleans. As
was explained by Mr. James A.
Linen, Publisher of TIME, most
of the world leaders who had
been invited to participate would
have been unable to leave their
countries next month due to the
critical international situation.
The Clemson representative to
the National Student Forum is
Giles Lewis, president of the Blue
Key. This representative was selected to be present for Clemson
by Dr. R. F. Poole. Tulane, in
cooperation with TIME, plans to
reschedule the National Student
Forum at the earliest possible
date.

■%.....
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Eleazer Is
Taken In
Men Who Have Displayed
Talent In Journalism
And Poetry Selected

The permanent assignment of a
V. A. Contact Representative at
the V. A. Guidance Center, Clemson College, has been discontinued due to a reduction in Veterans Administration
personnel.
John B. Allen, the V. A. Contact
Representative assigned to this
area, will be available at the V.
A. Guidance Center on Friday,
April 2, 1948, between the hours
of 9:00 A. M. and 4:30 P. M.
Thereafter he will be there on
Tuesday and Wednesday of each
week.
The V. A. Training Officers at
j the V. A. Guidance Center will be
glad to assist veterans in all matters pertaining to training and
education. For information and
assistance regarding other veterans' benefits, Mr. Allen should be
contacted on Friday, April 2, 1948,
and Tuesday and Wednesday of
I each week thereafter at the V. A.
Guidance Center, Clemson College, between the hours of 9:00
A. M. and 4:30 P. M.

Examinations Will Be
Given In Virginia For
Engineering Posts

„
„™,™.»«,.T
By JIMMDJ:, CUSHMAN
You don't have to cut classes
Music for the- forthcoming Milithree or four times during the
course of the semester just to get tary Ball which will be sponsored
your money's worth.
by the Scabbard and Blade and
Prof. Waite
the Pershing Rifles on April 9 and
It would be pretty damn' hard 10 will be provided by the Brigato drown a fish.
diers, Clemson's youngest orProf. Ware
chestra. The orchestra will be
You boys best had cultivate a comprised of 14 instruments and
good garden of flowers in your will furnish the finest in dance
notebook, for I'm telling you that
when exams come, you will have music. Bob Mace is the leader
of this orchestra.
either blooms or tears.
Prof. St. Hubert
As has been the tradition here
at
Clemson, students will clear
This night work is killing me.
out
of one of the barracks in order
I need a new pair of legs.
John McCullum to provide quarters for the visitEpiscopalians are Roman Cath- ing girls. The dates for this
dance will be quartered in the
olics who flunked Latin.

,_

PRESIDENT GREETS JIMMY BYRNES

The Board of U. S. Civil Service Examiners, National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,
is accepting applications for an
Engineer examination for filling
positions paying $3,397 to $5,905
a year at Langley Field, Virginia.
The branches of engineering covered by the examination are
aeronautical, architectural, construction, electrical, mechanical,
and structural.
To qualify, applicants must
have completed a standard professional engineering curriculum
in a college or university, or they
must have had at least 4 years of
successful technical engineering
experience or a combination of
such education and experience.
In addition they must have had
from 1 to 4 years of progressive
professional engineering experience. Graduate study in engineering may be substituted for as
much as two years of experience.
No written test is required; applicants will be rated on the basis of
their experience and education.
Full information and application forms may be secured at most
first- and second-class post offices, from Civil Service regional
offices, or from the U. S. Civil
Service Commission, Washington
25, D. C.
Applications must be filed with
the Executive Secretary, Board of
U. S. Civil Service Examiners,
National Advisory Committee for
Aeronautics, Langley Field, Virginia, and jvill be accepted until
further notice. However, persons
who wish to be considered for positions which are to be filled immediately should file their applications not later than April 28,
1948.

A man can be so broad-minded
that he is absolutely flat-headed.
Prof. Waite

—

Honorary Cadet Colonel
Be Chosen Next Week
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Minneapolis Concert To Be Here April 12
Symphony Will Be
Last Of Programs
Varied Classical Program Be
Given By Famed Orchestra In Field House
TO START AT 8:00

Turkeys Hold Tigs
Winiess With 8-8 Tie
Clemson opened baseball activities for the season with an 8-8
tie with the Gobblers of VPI in
a ten inning affair Monday afternoon, March 22 that was called
because of darkness. Scoring
began in the second frame when
Joe Asbill, rookie hurler for the
Tigers, sent a grass scorching
liner that went to the 350 feet
sign (in right to bring in Luke
Deanheardt and Ray Mathews.
Asbill's blow was good for a
round tripper.
Ken Culberson and Frank Gillespie kept the fire going in the
third frame with a pair of circuit clouts. Mathews and Moore
walked and came home when the
Bengal hurler connected with a
solid blow that was errored by
the VPI infield. A fielders choice
combined with singles by Deanheardt and Culberson produced
another tally for the Tigers in the
fourth.
The Virginia visitors picked up
two runs in the fifth without
getting a hit. A walk, single,
triple, and a double were coupled
for three Gobbler runs in the
sixth. They tied the score in the
ninth when Gallop singled, Mervin walked, and Bill Woody
pounded out a round tripper.
Culberson, rookie shortstop
from Shannon, Ga., led the Tigers
at bat with two singles and a
homer.
Joe Asbill in his initial start
for Clemson allowed four hits,
five runs, struck out eight, walked four and batted in three runs
in his six inning tour on the
mound.
The box score follows:
CLEMSON
AB R H POi
Fisher, 2b
4 0. 1 5
Jones, lb __ __ .... 6 0 2 10
Culs'son ss
6 2 3
1. |
Gil'spie,rf
.... 5 1 1
1
D'hardt, If
5 1 2
1
Moore, c
2 1 0 7
Brown, c
1 0 1 4
M'thews, cf
.... 4 2 0 0
McKay, 3b ....
5 0 0 0
Asbill, p
3 1 1 0
Flemming, p
1 0 0 0
Aulnick
.... ... 0 0

Selections from the works of
five famed composers, some of
the old master's school and others
of modern trend, appear on the
program of the Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra to be presented
at the Clemson College Field
House April 12 at 8:00 p. m., under the direction of Dimitri Met■^Topoulous.
The program will be as follows:
1. Overture—"Rus Bias"
Mendelssohn
2. Symphony No. 8, in F Major
Opus 93—Beethoven
I Allegro vivace cen brio
II Allegretto Scherzando
III Tempo di Minuetto
IV Allegro vivace
Intermission'
3. Suite "Children's Games"
Bizet
a. With Trumpet and Drum
b. Dolly's Cradle Song
c. The Spinning Top
d. Little Husband, Little Wife
Rhapsody for Orchestra and
Saxaphone—Debussy
Solo Saxophone—Ray Fitch
5. Concerto for Orchestra
Morton Gould
I Moderately Fast, with drive
and vigor
II Slowly, with stately lyricism
III Fast, with gusto
Echoing the sentiments of is
manager, Arthur J. Gaines, the
orchestra is not content with playing to thousands of people at
home each season, but has become one of the most widely
traveled orchestras in America.
The style of Dimitri Metropoulos is designed to make his music
appeal to the youth of this country as well as to that of other
countries; his venturesome approach _ to contemporary and
"modern" music has brought him
much acclaim.
As in many other fields of endeavor in this country, women
have become a definite factor in
music. The beauty and charm of
Mitropoulos' music is enhanced
by the presence of seven ladies
who have added their charm as
well as orchestral "umph" to the
organization.
Totals

TigerGrads'
Articles Are
In Journal
Two Clemson graduates, who
have entered the" newspaper
field since leaving here, have
.recently written feature articles
in the Magazine Section of The
Atlanta Journal.
George Chaplin, textile chemistry of the class of 1935, wrote
the feature story in the March
21 issue of the Journal. The
article was a feature on pictorial
Charleston and was entitled
"Charleston Opens Historical
Doors."
Chaplin was past editor of
the Mid-Pacifican paper, and
won a Neiman fellowship to
Harvard University in 1941. He
has held positions with the
Greenville Piedmont and several
other leading papers throughout the country.
In the March 28 issue of the
Journal, Earl Mazo, general
science, class of 1940, wrote an
article entitled "Riverside's
Flying Grandmother."
Mazo, after finishing Clem-
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SCHEDULE OF CAMPUS MEETINGS
FIRSTWEEK
TIME
6:45

8:30

MON.
"Y" Cabinet
Glee Club
C. D. A.
Am. Radio Club
Blue Key
Brigadeers

Hon. Prof. Frat. Jr. "Y" Council
Fres. Council
Soph. Council
Jungaleers

Special
Meetings

C. F. S.

6:45

8:30

"Y" Cabinet
Prof. Clubs
Glee Club
Am. Radio Club Jungaleers

j Church

Athletic Clubs
Military
Jr. "Y" Council
Fresh. Council
Vet. Ex. Council Soph. Council
Jungaleers

Alpha Phi Omega
Tiger Broth.
Brigadeers

Special
Meetings

C. F. S.

THIRD WEEK
6:45

"Y" Cabinet
County Clubs
Glee Club
C. D. A.
Jungaleers
Am. Radio Club

Church

Hon. Prof. Frat
Jr. "Y" Council
Fres. Council
Little Theatre
Soph. Council
Jungaleers

8:30

Blue Key
Brigadeers

Special
Meetings

C. F. S.

Straw. Leaf
Jr. & Sr Class

6:45

"Y" Cabinet
'Prof. Clubs
Glee Club
Am. Radio Club Jungaleers

Church

Athletic Clubs
Military
|jr Y" Council
Fresh. Council
Vet. Ex. Council Soph Council
Jungaleers

Alpha Phi Omega
Special.
Tiger Broth.
C. F. S.
I Brigadeers
Meetings
The above chart is being published for the benefit of students who are not properly notified about
club meetings. It is hoped that the chart will be of use to ail concerned. Students are reminded
that called meetings can only be made at three times. These include after dinner, from five to
six, and after long roll on Wednesday night. No announcements will be made in the mess hall concerning meetings except ones that are classified as called.

8:30

(fatfafo rfiouttd t6e 'PtefcviU
By CHARLOTTE H. HAT
The famous Old Stork has been
visiting again in the Pre-Fab Village and left tiny bundles on many
a doorstep. We extend'congratulations to the happy parents: the
M. C. McKenzies of Unit 228 on
the arrival of a son Tuesday,
March 23rd; Clemson and Louise
3 whose son was
the Easter holidays, ngelina's parand Bernice McAlister of Unit 199
on the birth of a daughter, Sandra
Marcella, on Thursday, March
18th.

AB
4
3
.... 1
3
1
2
.... 1
4
1
4
1
.... 3
.... 4
.... 1
0
.... 2
5 2

Dan and Myra Stroud of Unit
337, spent the Easter holidays in
Lyman wfth Dan's parents, Mr.
and Mrs. L. T. Stroud. They were
also the guests of Mr. and Mrs. M.
S. Edwards, Myra's brother-inlaw and sister.

Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Bradfield,
Sr., of Charlotte, N. C, spent
Easter with their son and daughter-in-law, Jack and Sara Bradfield of Unit 67.

The Village bids farewell to the
Walter Crenshaws who have left
Clemson for Chicopei, Ga., and to
William and Francis Kerr who
have moved to Columbia, pending
William's re-entrance into the
Mrs. Esther Jinnett has return- Army.
ed to Clemson after a brief visit
in Florida. She is making her
Also Ellis and Rosie Hay and
home with her son-in-law and small daughter, Rose Ellis, are
.daughter, Harold and dot Humph- now visiting their families in
reys of Unit 206.
Charleston. Ellis will leave today
to accept a new position in BirWe extend cordial greetings to mingham, Ala., and his family will
newcomers Evans and Mellie La- join him as soon as housing is
Roche and small son, Evans, Jr., available.
who moved into Unit 157 last
week. Evans has joined the TexBill and Emily Ashley of Unit
tile Department teaching staff.
314, passed the weekend in Honea
Path with -Emily's parents, Mr.
Also James and Betty Mcllwain and Mrs. F. E. Wilson.
have fnoved into Unit 85. James
is an instructor in the mechanical
Henry and Olive Gaines of Unit
engineering department.
303, also were in Honea Path over
the holidays. They were the
John and Rosalie Hart have just guests of Frank's parents, Mr. and
been assigned Unit 276 and are Mrs. Frank Gaines.
planning to move in this weekend.

Tau Beta Phi Takes Russell Is President
In New Group Of 29 Of Newly-Formed
Engineer Students Clemson Aero Club
Twenty-nine candidates for
membership in Tau Beta Phi, national honorary engineering fraternity, have been chosen, according to a report from Campbell Martin, president of the fraternity. Initiation will begin on
April 7 and coming to a close at
a formal banquet which is to be
held on April 19. The tentative
plans are to hold this banquet in
the Poinsett Hotel in Greenville
with Bob Nagel, National Secretary of Tau Beta Pi, as guest
speaker.
The club elected Professor G.
T>. Hallmark, .associate professor
of electrical engineering, to serve
as a new faculty member. R. W.
Moorman, assistant professor of
mechanics and hydraulics, and K.
C. Rathburn, assistant professor of
mechanical engineering, w r r e
elected to be the new faculty
advisors of the club.
The new initiates are as follows: J. H. Adams, Greenville;
J. C. Berly, Pomaria; J. K. Brown,
Travelers Rest; J.'B. Berry-, Dunwoody, Ga.; V. W. Cauthen,
Greenville; F. J. Cappelman,
Beaufort; A. B. Carson, Green-

Newest organization on the
Clemson campus is the "Clemson
Aero Club," which was formed
recently by a group of amateur
pjilots interested in getting more
ville; C. C. Cook, Prosperity; J.
F. Covington, Clio A. S. Dargan,
Darlington; A. C. Elrod, Walhalla; W. C. Elrod, Walhalla; R. A.
Few, Greer; R. S. Frye, Atlanta
J. F. Fowler, Gaffney.
Also W. W. Gignilliat, Macon,
Ga.; C. C. Hindman, Greenville;
R. G. Leiby, Sumter; E. G. McCall,
Rock Hill; B. R. Neely, Rock Hill;
D. R. Parish, Dillon; R. L. Person, Greensboro, N. C; J. T. Price,
Starr; J. R. Reid, Sumter; J. H.
Sipple, Columbia; J. D. Smith,
Union; W. H. Wood, Gray Court;
W. E. West, Greenville; H. S.
Wayne, Charleston.
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CLEMSON
Jones, lb ._ .
Fisher, 2b ....
Culberson, ss
Gillespie, 3b .
Deanhardt, If
Moore, c ....
Bosdell, rf ._
Cox, cf ... ..
Fleming, p —
Berry, p ... ..
z—Brown ...
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1
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flying time. The new organization held its first meeting on
March 23, and at that time it
adopted a constitution for the government of the club and elected
its first officers. These officers
are Bobby Russell, president; Billy Estes, secretary; and Buddy
Craig, treasrer; and J. M. Jackson,
director.
The purpose of the Aero Club
is to lessen the cost of flying to
those men really interested in
this hobby. It is to be done by
buying a Piper Cub plane which
will be available in the latter
part of April. The plane will be_
kept at the Clemson Airport and
may be used by any member at
any time.
An appointment book will be
filled out at each meeting, which
takes place on the Tuesday of
each week, telling when members
wish to fly during that week.
The initial cost of the plane will
be shared jointly by each member, who will buy shares in the
club. As a member leaves the
club he may sell his share, which
costs approximately $40, to another person interested, or he may
sell his share back to the club,
thus reducing the membership.
The only cost to a member after buying his share will be
monthly dues and the cost of the
gasoline used while he is using
the plane. The number of members is limited to twenty-five because if too many are admitted
the members will not all have a
chance to fly the plane.

mm
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NAME THIS CARTOON
Win a carton of Chesterfields by naming this cartoon!
All entries must be mailed to post office box 128 not later
than Monday night to be eligible.

Winner will be an-

nounced in a later issue of The Tiger.

CLEMSON STUDENTS ALWAYS WELCOME

MAYFAIR GRILL
ANDERSON, S. C.

LOOK YOUR BEST..
See

HOKE SLOAN

/4tte*tti<M
New Clothes

White Buck Shoes

Crepe Sole Shoes

Interwoven Socks

On Sale at Your Favorite Eating Place

Civilian and Military Clothes

WHY NOT TAKE YOUR WIFE OUT TO SUPPER AT

Complete Outfitter to Men, Young Men and Students

The College Cafe

A. W. (OX

AT LEAST ONCE A WEEK!

Easley, South Carolina

THE CLEMSON "Y" CAFETERIA
J. E-Keys and Glenn A. Smith

George E. Boland, 6-235, received Honorable Mention
for his entry: "Where's my undershirt . . . the laundry must
be using Duz aaain!"

STONE BROTHERS

WHEN BETTER FOOD IS SERVED

WILL SERVE IT

A carton of Chesterfields goes to Bill Barfield, 8-B12,
for his prize winning entry in the Title Twister Tester contest.

TOTALS
37 4 7 17
z—Struck out for Moore in 9th.
Ohio
002 300 000—5
Clemson
111 000 010—4
Errors: Hrasch 2, Olasin 3,
Jones 2, Bosdell, Brooks 2. Runs
batted in: Deanhardt, Fisher, Olasin 2, Gilliespie, Weiss, JHorn 2.
Two base hits: Fisher, Horn, Poiing. Home runs: Olasin, Gillespie. Stolen bases: Bosdell, Cox.
Double plays: Fisher to Jones;
Culberson to Fisher to Jones. Left
on bases: Ohio 5, Clemson 10.
Bases on balls: off Fleming 3, Polin 4. Struck out: by Fleming 1,
Berry 1, Poling 3. Hits: off Fleming, 6 with 5 runs in 7 innings.
Hit by pitcher: by Poling (Boswell); by Fleming (Wollet).. Wild
pitches: Poling. Winning pitcher:
Poling. Losing pitcher Fleming.
Umpires: Heath and Bramlet.
Time, 1:50.

t/etentutb

Steeifo"

'What the Devil is coming off around here?"

Ohio University tripped the
Clemson Tigs for the Bengals
third straight defeat, nosing them
out 5-4 in an intersectional affair.
Clemson took the scoring lead
in the first when leftfielder Luke
Deanhardt rapped a sharp single
to left to score Ken Culberson,
rookie shortstop. The Tigers added runs in the second and third.
Ohio tallied two runs in the
third and scored three in the
fourth when Ray Olasin's homer
brought in two men on the basepaths.
Frank Gillespie's circuit clout
in the fourth frame accounted for
the Bengals' third tally.
The box:
OHIO
ab
h
Brady, cf
5
0
Horn, 2b
5
2
Olasin, 3b
3
1
Brooks, lb
;- 4
1
Pollock, If
0
Syran, If
0
Wollett, rf
0
Hrasch, ss
0
Weiss, c _i_'. __ ._
2
Poling, p
1
TOTALS

FOURTH WEEK

1 30

OUR CHEF
DESERVES
A MEDAL
FOR OUR

Straw. Leaf
Jr. & Sr Class

FRI.

Church

County Clubs
Jungaleers

THUR.

SECOND WEEK

Ralph and Angelina Way of
R H PO Unit 338 had as their guests over
2 1
1
0 0
1 the Easter holidays, Angelina's
1
0 2 born Easter Sunday; and Penny
....
1
0 2 parents, Mr. and Mrs. John V.
1
1 0 Hall, and her sister, Mary Bell
1
1 0 Hall, of Dothan, Ala.
0 0 0
0
1 1
George and Hilda Anderson of
0 0 0
1
2 2 Unit 231, spent the holidays with
1
0 6 Hilda's parents, Mr. and Mrs. H.
....
0 2 8
A. Page, of Moultrie, Ga.
0 0 4
....
0 0 3
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Pinckney of
0 0
0
—.
0 0 0 Bluffton, S. C, were recent- guests
0
1 0 of their son-in-law and daughter,
Dick and Ann Gardner, of Unit
Totals
37 8 9 29
A—Ran for Fleming in tenth. 334. Dick's aunt, Mrs. C. V. Morgan, of Westfield, Mass., is visiting
Score by innings:
VPI .... .... .... 000 023 003 0—8 | with them this week.
Clemson
. 034 100 000 0—8 j
(Called at end of tenth, dark- ' Dick arid Thersa Marlow of
Unit 197, motored to Wedowee,
ness)
Ala., to spend Easter with Thersa's parents, Mr. and Mrs. D. C.
son, worked on the Greenville
Holmes.
papers, the Charleston publications, and several New Jersey
Tom and Marfearet Bates of
newspapers. During the war, Unit 342 had as their guests Marhe was connected with "Stars garet's parents, Mr. and Mrs. C.
P. Allen of Rock Hill.
and Stripes," service newspaper.
Both Chaplin and Mazo were
George and- Sara Bonnette of*
members of Gamma Alpha Mu, Unit 96 weekended in Florence
local honor writers fraternity, with George's parents, Mr. and
Mrs. J. M. Bonnette and Sara's
while at Clemson. Chaplin was
parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Cox.
one of the charter members,
and Mazo joined in 1937.
Ray and Muriel Rutledge of
Unit 196, visited relatives in
Knoxville and Chattanooga, Tenn.

VPI
Gallop, cf
.Counts, 3b
Mervin, 3b
Kean, ss ...
Woody, ss ....
Beard, If
Smith, If
Foltz, 2b
Clayton, 2b
Slayton rf .—
Gale, lb
Frye, lb ....
Kennedy, c
Cheat'm c ....
Burns, p
Bass, p
Schadel, p ....

WED.

TUES.

Bobcats Down Gents
5-4 In (lose Game

108 N. MAIN ST.

GREENVILLE, S. C.

Uu m—m—m—m!

COX'S PEANUT BUTTER SANDWICHES AND
COOKIES

Distributor, U. S. Baking Co. Cakes and
Capital Citv
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PEACHES AN' CREAM

Clown To Resign As
Textile Dean In Near
Future; Is Fed Up
Numerous changes have been
made in the faculty at Klemson
Kollege of late. The latest of
these has been the change of
deans in the Textile department.
Dr. Hugh Clown this week handed his resignation in to Dr. Pobert
Roole, president of Klemson
Kollege.
Dr. Clown gave as his reason
of resignation that there were too
many students cutting classes,
and professors were cutting too.
The former dean has. not yet announced his new job, but feelers
say that he will take over as
sweeper superintendent at the
Klemson Kotton Mill. Dr. Clown
has had extensive training in the
art of pushing brooms, and it is
thought that he will teach the
sweeping department in the mill
his well-known "ten easy ways to
sweep out the weave alley."
Clown is expected to take up
his new duties immediately.
No immediate successor has
been named to this high post that
was vacated by the resignation
of Dr. Clown. However, sources
close to the Textile Department
have revealed that either "Pop"
Glair or "High Pocket" Rage will
take over. Glair has been with
the department for nearly 30
years, and Rage is an authority
on all departments in the mill except possibly spinning. Rage has
been instructing spinning for
some years now, but still can't
catch on to the process.

Dortzenhoff To Open Booze
Store Here On Campus Soon

Famous Brands To
Roole To Leave Clemson Soon Be Carried By Store

For New Sandy SpringsJPost
Morris Elected Prexy
Row Damit Row Group

President States That It Is
Opportunity That He
Has Looked For

Students Are Expected To
Flock To New Store As
Opening Day Nears

Recent Poll Proves
(healing Gone From
Clemson Classrooms

Earle Morris, anti-prohibition
BE OPEN TO ALL
freshman of Pigpens, was elected
IS CLEMSON'S GAIN
president of Row Dammit Row,
By SAM SCREWDRIVER
national honorary elbow-bending
By SAM SCREWDRIVER
fraternity, at its meeting last
In a survey made recently by a
Through the means of "The
Friends close to Dr. Pobert
Monday night.
Roole
have
informed
The
Courier
group
of
faculty
members
and
Clemson
Monthly," Mom Tilford's
Morris, originator of the wellheadache, it was learned that Mr.
known Morris Plan forputting a that the learned educator has students at Clemson, it was found
saloon in every barracks, has made plans to leave Klemson in that cheating on quizzes has alB. P. Dortzenhoff, the man who
promised that as president he will the near future. When inform- most subsided. Clemson is now
kept Clemson wet during the proed
of
the
possibilities,
students
send every Clemson graduate to
hibition days, has applied to the
Schenley Reserve University for expressed a broad smile. Your 'rated one of the most honest
correspondent
has
arranged
schools
in
the
nation.
Especially
Stenographer of State to open
a post-graduate course
DORTZENHOFF
It is my plan," said President exclusive interview with the pres- ratifying are the results obtained
a booze store on the campus. This
Morris "to replace the Clemson \ ident> and new facts about this from Prof. "Micken" Chorgan's
was done mainly for the benefit
cadet hat with Seven Crown. A j change should be nown after this class. It was found that there
of the college faculty who find
has
not
been
detected
a
single
fifth in every pocket—thafs my confab.
it difficult to make whiskey runs
(Time
out
for
the
interview)
:
instance
of
dishonesty
in
any
way
motto.
We now have the facts!! We this year.
to Pendleton and Anderson when
Says Prof. Chogran in reply to
have just left the office of Dr.
they underestimate their consumpRoole, and we have the "poop" why this has come to be, "I just
tion power on a week-end. Mr.
straight from the man that should give the boys all the chances in
Coach A. W. Norman Clemson
know. Dr. Roole stated, "Last |; the world to ctotbutw ^ I tracksteers will polish off their Dortzenhoff stated to close parties
that students of the college would
week, I attended a meeting of all like me so well and my quizzeb
educators at Sandy Springs, and are so easy and "to the point" | season's activity with a dual meet also be welcomed to his establishWe Appreciate saw what great advancement has that the students would consider at Limestone College in Gaffney
been planned for the students in it an insult to me if they ever on May 20, according to informa- ment.
the Patronage oi this area. I felt that this was the have the urge to change their pa- tion released here today. After The exact opening date of this
opportunity that I had been wait- pers after they have been cor- the afternoon's activities on, the place of much needed business!
the Gl's at
has not been announced, but by!
jing for, and when the nomina- rcctcd".
It is through such professors as cinderpaths, the Limestone the time football season rolls I
I tion was made that I .be made
that Clemson has acquired "Lambs" will entertain the ClemClemson as well the new principal of the high this
around, the store will be going|
school in this growing community, such a good reputation and it is son Tigers with a banquet with a
at full blast. A complete line of
hoped that all other professors dance to follow.
I
immediately
seconded
the
moas all Clemson
will
change
their
method
of
givCarl "Spook" Pulkinenn, star all well-known drugs, narcotics,]
tion."
. ,
ing quizzes to that now used by of the Bengal aggregation, will be and whiskies will be carried. The
There
you
have
the
official
Residents.
statement of our great president. Prof. "Micken" Chorgan.
expected to defend his 880 title new owner said that such branda
as "Four Pansies," "Ole Mother-J
The new principal expects to
against the opposition.
commute between Klemson and
Gillie Allenn will have to hustle in-laws," "Bluegrass Inn," and
We Value Your Sandy Springs til June, and after Hot Dogs — Hamburgers to maintain his unblemished "Green Label" would be in stocl
that, devote his fulltime to the
record in the 440 since the Lambs at all times. These are all na|
Open Until 1:00 A. M.
new
expansion
program.
Not
only
have acquired the service of some tionally known brands, but Iocs
Business and
of leading runners in the South favorites such as "Klemson Kicff
will a new high school be built
TIGER'S DEN
for
their '48 campaign to domi- <~ " "Hog Waller Wash," "Green
that
will
surpass
any
of
its
kind
Attempt
Opposite Post Office
nate the running activities in the ville Grenade" and others
in the southeast today, but a new
also be kept for the benefit
football stadium capable of seatPalmetto state.
to Give
Clemson is expected to hold the -ones around town who haN
ing upward to 20,000 will be contheir own in the low and high been raised on these particulj
structed. Dr. Roole stated that it
Values
hurdles since the record of the brands.
were possible that he could wave
Many well-known brands
Limestone squad has showed
enough "lettuce" in the face of
weakness in these events during brew will be kept ice cold at
'Klemson coaches, they might foltimes. The new proprietor
the.meets thus far this year.
low him to this little community
By I. Lettm Doit (Miss)
Converse and Coker were un- told your correspondent that
nestled at the foot of the Blue
able to field track teams this elaborate bar will be establisl
Ridge mountains.
"Wanna
buy
a
duck?"
Seneca, S. C.
season since they were without so that patrons may come in
Klemson's gain will be Sandy
This is the question currently
Springs.' loss. Dr. Roole will be being asked by the Foulup Pole, the services of a capable coach drink at will. Although it is
but hope to resume their inter- legal for drinks to be ser
remembered by Klemson students
internationally - known
organ. coolegiate athletic activities in '49. across the bar in this state unl
as the man who gave them less Answers vary from the You
Limestone has been on the the place of business is declal
food for more money, "caused must be fuUa yerself," proffered
them to get more demerits and by a Wisconsin dairyman to the Clemson schedule for 15 years. In a private club, plans have bl
meets during this association the made to include every studenl
qualified person to fill this posi- more regulations, heavier sche- naive "I wouldn't know what to Tigs have emerged victorious 8 college as well as each facij
dules and less sack time, less do with it," given by a liquortion has long .been felt on the parking space for their limosines,
times for a better than average member in the club. DefiJ
sodden brunette at a Clemson record; but the Lamb tracksteers arrangements are still ir>comj
It has been announced by re- campus.
A new head for Klemson has
Military Brawl.
liable sources that Gypsy Rose
have managed to hold their own for membership cards, but
Long recognized as an expert in not been appainted as yet, but College
Mr. Foulup himself has been at in broadjumping and throwing Dortzendoff is working on a
Lee will arrive on the campus
before
press
time,
your
corres^r^^eTher-new- duties I her field, Miss Lee nfeets with
work on this pole, and he has javelin.
whereas the student athletic
as Dean of Men. Her appoint- the approval of all concerned. It pondent will try to arrange for gleaned some rather interesting
will mean automatic member
another interview, and get some information. For instance, he
ment comes as a surprise to is understood that after one look
in his new club. He stated
16
more "poop." Scan the paper found that in New England the No
----many, but the need for a well- at her talents, the Board of Trusthis card is widely used for
for Klemson's successor.
105.2
following answers got the indi- Hell no
entrances such as athletic e\
256
ties unanimously agreed that
*!
&x:!)(*
-l
cated per centages:
concerts and the like, and he
tions that she considered interest- Miss Lee was the person for the
000.0
yes
13.5% All others
ing to the public, the winsome
Naturally, the reader will won- no use to go to added expenj
135
Maybe
athlete replied, "I always wear job.
der why the per centages add up print more cards, and also
Miss Lee will not. have any permy medals about my neck when I
to more than one hundred. So excess weight to the stuq
perform from the high board. manent office, but will move from
This was not good.
does Dr. Foulup. These per cent- billfolds. With this extra ter
It would have been all right ages are contrasted with the fol- lars that veterans will be re
Incidentally that is how I received barracks to barracks to discuss
had he confined himself to ordi- lowing per centages, which per ing by the time he opend
my nickname."
student problems firsthand with
When asked if the many medals the student body. Miss Lee states
nary dolls, but one day he was centages have nothing to do with wallet will be jammed as it J
Officials of the college
nearly drowned while playing any preceding per centages, to wit,
bothered her diving the noted that she will not follow the policy
By G. Wotta Muscle
it a pleasure for this new bi
with a didee doll in a closed room. woo woo:
artist replied, "The jingling they of her predecessors in treating
__
do helps me keep my balance and student desires lightly, but will
000 0% to open on the campus, sine
Leodius Kirvenski was born a He went back to women.
outsider, and we war
25
Although he went with women, Yes
perfects my timing when I leave get down to bare facts as quick<H no
hell of a long time ago a hell of he was impervious to their charms Maybe
local lads to make good ir
the board."
NO
"j; own business. They have prij
as possible.
a long way from here.
until he met Susielouellt LiegeAccording to Earle "Keys ly In
}%*
addition to her duties as
Progressing through grammar nindemschlafttzimmer, an Irish Hell no
wholehearted support to
13 5
Louder, president of K. C. S., a Dean of Men, the eminent artist
*'&2)):;980*
„
school,
high
school,
and
college,
son's newest business, anc
la
candy-bar
wrapper.
The
minute
loving cup will be presented by will assist the psychology faculty
All
others
-°
are already on paper tc
the chapter to the fair visitor at in some of their lectures. This is he began early to make a name he met her he knew she was The
These
are
the
per
centages
Dr.
the completion of her perform- probably in response to Profes- for himself. One day he repeat- One. He knew she was The One Foulup got in the South. So Dortzenhoff's Number
ed the name in his .mother's because their hearts beat as one.
business merits.
ance.
what?
presence, and she gave him an One pneumatic hammer.
oral shampoo.
He asked her to marry him.
This had a marked effect on She accepted. She had to. He
SPORTING GOODS
•
HOUSEWARE
Leo's later love life. He be- had the key to her apartment,
came frustrated. Concerning wo- and wouldnt give it back.
See the new "Manhattan" Shirts
men, he began to play with dolls.
Every night she came home
from the candy-bar factory in a
sor Baite's complaint that he dither (she didn't have a car), and
Anderson, S. C.
with spread collars and French cufj
can't give practical demonstra- kissed him hello. He was always tired, after spending the
tions in class.
Tentative plans made for Miss day standing over a hot tipsheet.
Lee's arrival include a concert in He worked in an eggcandlery, but
Sl<
Sport Coats
Summer Suits
the College Chapel at which Miss he always got off from work
Lee will be asked to perform. At- early. He got an hour off for
Sport Shoes
tendance at this meeting is com- every bad egg he found, and he
pulsory. No.excuses will be ac- had a nasty little habit of holding
cepted by the Commandant's of- eggs over the flame too long.
During the great north wind of
fice.
1932, when many hens who faced
south were forced to lay the same
eggs as often as five times each,
GREENVILLE
Leo lost his job.
Thats all. He lost bis job. You
South Carolina's Leading Store for Men and Young
"Between the Banks"
don't want to listen to any more
Anderson, S..C.
of
the
poor
fool's
troubles,
do
ANDERSON, S. C.
you?

Bengals Race Lambs
In Curtain (loser

B
A

Mc

R
A
C
Noted Aqua-Bat Will Perform At Clemson K
Friday; Will Compete At New Orleans
I
Harriette "Necklace" LandritN
the, noted aqua-bat, will be the
feature attraction of a water show Hew Dean Promises
sponsored by the Key Collectors
Society of Clemson held in the
amphitheatre pool Friday, April Daily Oconee Strip

s.asf
Seams on Shorts moke brave
men cry for help. They bind.
They chafe.
We can help. We have Arrow
Shorts—shorts with no center
seaml
They're roomy/ too. So comfortable you'll never know they're
there. $1.25 up.

Arrow
Shorts at.

Stewart - Merrill Co.
26 South Main Street
Greenville, S. C.

2, at 3:30 P. M.
Miss Landritthe is stopping at
Clemson on her way to New Or^
leans where she will compete
with the leading tank stars of
the country for berths on the
United States Olympic team.
This colorful pool competitor
has been prominent in diving circles since she broke into "the
big time" with the Winthrop
swimmers several years ago.
When asked if she had any
good luck charms or supersti-

We Hove the Following Auto Services:
—Scientific Wheel Alignment
Radiator Cleaning and Repair
-♦Motor Tune-up
—Brake Relining, Adjusting
—Brake Drum Grinding
—Motor Reconditioning
—Auto Painting
—Wheel Balancing
—Steam Cleaning
—General Repair

LEE PALMER & SONS
Across Road From Sinclair Company
Phone 718
SENECA, S. C.
24-Hour Wrecker Service

Foulup Conducts
Shocking Survey

Leodius Kirvenski
Is A Root From Some
Place Close To Here

SULLIVAN HARDWARE (0.

6. H. Bailes Co.
MCGREGOR SPORTSWEAR
ARROW SHIRTS

HEYWARD MAHON C0.|

Fanf s Camera Shop
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From Udder Bags

By SHRm.TT
SHRDLU
FLASH!
Charleston April 1 1948 General Somerall, commandant at the
Citadel, has just announced that
military training will be abolished
at that school. When asked the
reason for this startling statement the general had this to say:
"it takes too much time, and I am
tired; besides the boys don't go
in for that military stuff any
more."

Memoirs of Zigers'Spring Zraining at Winthrop Show Zcam Up

^&

She stepped out of the bathtub
and onto the bathroorn scales.
Hubby came in the back door,
walked past the bathroom door,
and observed what she was doing
and inquired: "How many pounds
this morning honey?"
Without bothering to look
that he (oscar) hopes everyone
around she answered, "Fifty, and
enjoyed the final reprieve before
be sure you don't leave those graduation.
-OSCAR SAYSThere are a few jokes we have damn tongs on the back porch."
that many boys haven't returnbeen wanting to tell in this coled.
Teacher: "Johnny, if you want
umn for quite sometime; so now
-OSCAR SAYSnlaybe we have the chance.
to go to the washroom at any
that with April Fool's day comtime, just raise two fingers."
ing, he wishes to give compliFirst baby: (in a maternity
ments.
Johnny:
"And
how's
that
going
ward) "Did you put water on my
,, ———OSCAR SAYS
.
to stop it?"
diapers while I was asleep?"
that instead of the usual orchid,
Second baby: "No"
it'll be a bouquet of jimson weeds.
OSCAR SAYS
First Baby: (inquiring again)
"Gootie" Godwin: "Rice, why
that lover Godwin is really the
"Did you pour water on my diap- didn't you lay out my gloves for
women's ideal.
ers while I was asleep?"
me tonight?"
OSCAR SAYS
Third baby: "No"
Rat: "But, sir you told me you
First baby: "Huh! it must have were going out with a young lady, I command^!! "arTnd^e *£!
been an inside job!"
and I thought that you would car) wishes he *ouW ^y on tor
feel much better withot them."
the next few years.

PLATTER

Russian Relief Fund
Is Begun Here

CHATTER Large quantities of free food,
clothing, and other necessary supwas
struck
out
without
even
takTiger sluggers got their 1948
plies, will soon be on the way to
ing the swat stick from his
Spring training under way last
shoulder. Joe Asbill is also havBy ARTWORE TOSCANINNY war-torn Russia, thanks to the
week at the historic Wintfrop Coling trouble getting the ball above
generosity of Clemson men and
lege. Coach How-ward said, "It has
The Clemson- Glee Club, long
the knees even though he never
the persuasive speaking of Igor
ing his over by C-47 for Klettner begn rather hard to obtain the
prominent
on
the
campus,
waxed
fails to center the plate. Maybe
Cxthaldknaiseki, a life-long resito have.
Wintfrop green but I believe that
a new look in sports clothes would a Victor Record Album of classics dent of Boston, candidate for pres-OSCAR SAYSit will prove well worth the help somewhat.
last week. Volumes wiU soon be
ident of the United States on the
that the jimson weed goes to trouble in the end. The climate
Since the girls favorite candy for sale at the local record shop. America First Party's ticket, and
Charley Morris who by sheer per- there is much more ideal than in
Don't wait too long to get one beleader of the newly organized
sonal magnetism has advanced sunny California. The only ma- shop has . been handling sports fore they're gone.
Russian .Relief Foundation.
equipment
an
average
of
4
gloves,
high into the rank of the military jor difficulty to this spot is that
7 mitts, and 2 second basemen
Mr. Cxthaldknaieski had pourcircles.
once the news got out many last
Rupert Taylor, Clemson's own ed out his heart to the eager and
have been missing daily. If someOSCAR SAYSthat xvioore
Wallace are year's squad refused to partici- thing is done soon to curtail this Dennis Day, has defied his classi- sympathizing ears of Dr. PolMoore ana
and Wallace
clamoring that Morris divide with pate in the game. I had to twist loss it will be necessary to forget cal following by recording a lard, a faculty member, who arNig Griffith's arm so hard before baseball and turn the team into jazzed-up rendition of the "Cow ranged for him the now comthem.
he consented to go that it is doubt- a Tiddley Winks relay squad.
College Boogie." Sales have al- pleted series of talks to Clemson
-OSCAR SAYSthat Judge Keller will replace ful if he will be able to play durScoop Reynolds and Harold ready surpassed his expectations, students.
Col. Thackston in June and ing the first part of the season." (Keys) Landrith have finally and copies are being blackmarketIg, as he prefers to be called,
Asked his opinion of training at consented to make the long trip ed at $50 per.
Holtzy will replace Sgt. Fortner.
told the kindhearted Country Gen———OSCAR SAYS
"Winnies," Gene Moore replied, to Pebble Mountain in order that
tlemen that Russia is bleeding,
that the good boys have pulled "I personally am glad that we
Harold "Sudsy"
Laundreft,
a fast one. Thornhill and com- could find such a fine diamond." the girls won't crowd the diamond Bendix, S. C, key man of the that her period of suffering is far
pany have revised the ten dol- He didn't have anything to say so beyond capacity. They were JinKey Soap Co., said that a new from over, and that it is the
CAROLINA:
lar bill. They're putting their pic- when I mentioned the girls but I reluctant to admit that they were commercial for the firm has just solemn duty of every good Amer., ——.
OSCAR SAYSThe students at Carolina are
And now in closing we would! that lovers Fo.nt and Atkin- ture on it instead of Hamilton's. did notice a smile across his face. the girls ideal men and were been cut by the Key Hole Trio. ican to give her relief.
Response' was immediate. Igor,
complaining over the shortage of like to say that, "If you knew Sue ! son are mighty goodlooking with
capable of removing the women
,, —
OSCAR SAYS
It has me wondering if he got
To inaugurate the gala occasion
whiskey and the funds with which like we know Sue—her old man Ithat shiny black curly hair. He
that Emma Shine went 48 hours the title of "Catcher" tor playing in much the same manner as did of its thrusting upon the public, with all his clothes, toilet articles
and other personal property, (exto buy it. A group of these stu- would be after you with a shot- j (oscar) is glad that the regula and didn't say a word. He had
the Flied Flipper. It is already a
baseball or was it . . . !! Gump
king-size soap bubbles will be cept for two cases of vodka) is
dents are planning to petition con- gun too.
known fact that this is true by
tions have been amended so that laughitis.
Wilkins, pitching candidate, said the better circles at the C. O. W. floated from th toewer of the being deported to Rusia.
,, ——
OSCAR SAYS
gress for an appropriation to proit can be longer than the usual
■
t
hat he liked Wintfrop fine but College. Landrith is - to get a Physics building of this campus
that
Techlenburg
is
gonna
be
vide a "whiskey fund" for such
„„_, „_hi_
two inches.
several
of the boys have noticed Gold Key to be fashioned after a at noon, June 12th. Miniature *._.._„.—_„
different.
Since
everybody
else
emergencies.
T
OSCAR SAYS
pink
keys
will
be
awarded
to
him
complaining
lately
with
a
flute.
BUSINESS MACHINES
that he (oscar) hears the sr. is on the wagon he's getting off. sore arm.
eds. note: They should get out
those persons who retrieve the
council is going to replace the He refuses to ride with them. Ha!
and make their own like we do.
Your sports writer feels that he most. Mail your babbles in with OFFICE SUPPLIES
There is quite an argument go- should obtain the Winfrop sports
„_ ~
;
OSCAR SAYS
STUDENT SUPPLIES
juice shop with a "calvert speWe re building a six-lane high- ing on now between Coach How200 PinKey Soap wrappers and
cial bar."
Anthony: (knocking on Cleoeditors
views
on
this
training
way from here to Winthrop.
ward and the umpires as to program. I will leave dear old ten cents to cover postage.
., —
OSCAR SAYS—
patra's door) "Is Cleopatra in."
Oconee Office
OSCAR SAYS
whether it is against collegete
■
that
he
(oscar)
hears
he's
to
be
Cleopatra's Father: "Yes, but
that Tillie is passing out free rules tor the pitcher to wink at C. O. W. immediately ... in
Supply
At the next U.N. conference at
made host and chief bartender.
she is in bed with laryngitis."
tickets to the opening performance the batter while he is in the box. case I am not back in the next Lake Success representatives wjll
OSCAR SAYS
Anthony: (in disgust) Damn
20
or
30
seconds
someone
should
Several groups of students have
Sales and Service
that also on the agenda of the of the new theatre down town.
(This happened during a prac- assume my job. This interview be entertained by a good-will
those Greeks
,•
OSCAR SAYS
appeared before the President of sr. council is a plan to remodel
trio
from
Clemson,
S.
C.
The
tice
game
between
the
Winnie
Phone 472 — Box 509
he s thinking heavily about
will be in tomorrows mail so don't
the college and the Board of Trus- Calhoun Mansion into a little
trio, composed of Herr Rhyne,
(Call us collect)
Mac: "Whats the big crowd do- tys with the request that no more Reno and Earle Morris will be putting in a Mr. Hush series for nine and the Tiger squad.) This send any more cub reports down
Senor
Dean,
and
Mme.
Epting
came about when Pap Beanheart for an unnecessary interview.
ing over at the church?"
dances "be allowed at Clemson Col- in charge of all the roulette wheels all these stupid Oscar guessers.
Seneca, S. C.
will harmonize on Annie Laurie
„ —
OSCAR SAYS
Sak: "A travling salesman is lege. No action has yet been with Wayne Ballentine heading
in their respective tongues..
that dinky little Model "A"
confessing his sins."
taken on these strange demands, the card sharks.
over at the "T" barracks is
but a special meeting of the Trus-OSCAR SAYS
characteristic of many people
An Egyptian princess was laid tys is now being planned, and the
SPECIALS
that "Stormy" of New Orleans over
there.
in her coffin and became a mum- controversal decision should be fame will be the instructress for
-OSCAR SAYSmy.
the Soph "Y" council danqing
forthcoming.
nonsense formations such as
Genuine Appletonchrome Spot Lights installed on any
Prof. Ware(Frog): "The man
The various groups, represent- classes.
reveille and taps will be disconCar
_ $17.95
~
OSCAR SAYS
who marries my daughter will ing the many different schools of
tinued in the future.
that she'll pay five bucks rather
get a prize."
———OSCAR SAYS
thought at Clemson, gave remarkJack Shepard: "Money, sir; or ably different arguments, though than charge five for the privilege
that the rose-petals they have
Guidechrome Fog Lights installed on any car .„. $8.95
of teaching.
some kind of medal."
been putting in the short-cuts
all were striving for the same
,, —
OSCAR SAYS.
across
the
grass
have
made
walkgoal.
that her assistant will be J. C.
ing across the campus very reMost surprising of all these was Green.
features
freshing.
the appearance of R. C. BrowOSCAR SAYS
.
BETWEEN well in behalf of the No-Shame that Keys Klettner passed all ,, — OSCAR SAYS
that he would like to put a few
Shag Sorority. Quoth he, ",Our his keys, high school, grammar of those rose pedals in the faces
Across Road From Sinclair Co.
reputation is being hurt by the school and college to W. P. Gill of those in the legislature who
THE dances because Oscar always cri- tor
use.
kept us from getting that new
Phone 718
ticizes our dancing. Only a filthy■
OSCAR SAYS
Agricultural Engineering Build
minded person such as he could
that Charlie Cheatham is send- ing.
, SPORTSWEAR
SENECA, S. C.
BOOK-ENDS find anything suggestive in those
intricate, delicate steps."
By GYPSY MOSE LEE
24 Hour Wrecker Service
"Lice" Bryttle spoke up in behalf
of
the
Military
Department,
"See Our Spring Suits
THE KLEMSON REPORT, by E.
after someone woke him up, told
E. Waite, C.D.A., C.F.S.,
him where he was and what he
Ph. O.O.E.Y.
and Shoes
had come tor. "Things are too
By
JOE
CHISEL
This pot-pourri of information free on those dance week-ends.
James A. Spinkleburg', local
In the intimate life of the average The boys get away from us, and
lollege boy in South Carolina cli- actually do things on their own leader of Clemson's Beer DrinkJOE F. STRIBLING
Tux and Full Dress
maxes twelve years of intense re- initiative. We must never let ing Group, was found last night
barch, often under extreme con- them forget that they are here rolling drunk about 7:30 in the
Suits to Rent
ations. The facts are based up- for one purpose—to be molded in- vicinity of the main building
Electrical Appliances
material patiently accrued by to the kind of man needed for When questioned by Red, the cop
A clean-up campaign having as
-to-room canvassing. With that most glorious service, the about his activities, "Spinkle" ex- its principal object the removal
plained "that it was his society's
SALES and SERVICE
ect, or vis a vis, questioning, Military."
of unsightly professors from the
Arrow Shirts
verification by the Dean's of"Influence, (sometimes known custom to find some cause for Clemson College campus is to be
fce, Mr. Waite felt he could pub- as Dubble-E) the campus psycho- celebration and adjourn to the lo- the next project is Signi Phi
FUEL OIL HEATERS .... WE MAY HAVE THEM
Ih these hitherto suppressed de- logist, simply stated that "The cal slop-chute to do same. "Un- Nothing, local honorary honor
Ties and Underwear
lils with some degree of conv- dances are bad tor the boys' able to find anyone who had a society, according to President
ince. Wayne Ballentine was minds. I see frustration all over birthday or anniversary, Jim had Harold Landrith, free-wheeling
|;erviewed, but he refused to all their damn silly faces after decided to celebrate the anniver- sophomore of Rattlesnake Juncsary of the founding of the tion.
swer any questions.
each one."
W.T.C.U. His comerades would
Jnlike the Iron Curtain of RusAnother statement, quaintly
The clean-up is to cover all
have
nothing to do with such
the "Silken Veil of Sex" has frank, came from Stay Young,
parts of the campus, including the
subversive
activities
and
had
|n lifted. Let us peer beneath representing the all - embracing
Post Office and the Commandgone home, but J. A. decided that ant's Office.
YM. Murmured he, "We can't
since he had thought up the idea
dance."
perTare some sample facts:
"Monday—that's the day we're
he was going through with it. He
1. During his college career,
starting—is" going to be a bad
imbibed
more
than
his
regular
Ih e average college male
quota and, hence, was unable to day for poorly-primped pedahakes at least one trip to
gogues,' Landrith told a press
navigate with his usual dexerity. conference yesterday.
Vmthrop.
According to the Change of Ad12. With the assistance of
"We're giving one gold key as
dress card sent to the post office,
[r. Peterson, it was ascertainJim will reside at the calaboose bounty for each professor caught
that half of the married
and locked securely in the Guard
in Seneca for a period of about
By PORTLAND PRICE
bpulation on the campus is
Room.
Uniform for the day will
thirty days. During this absence
ft male.
be
suits
and quiet ties. For. the
Dick Frisbie is a real mountain he has asked Hilbert Gardee to
Women are not allowed
military staff blouses will be reof a man—a football player if take charge of the regular meetI the barracks after 6:00 P.M.
quired. We've had enough of
I've ever seen one (I've been ing.
jid so go the excerpts, ad finiunkempt counselors."
blind since birth) . . . Standing
Be sure to browse over this
four feet, ten inches in his aching
It when the library stocks
feet,
he shows more prospect of
it.
eventually becoming something
tS COMPOSED A FEW
than any other of the thousandlES ABOVE THE SENECA
odd men Frank Cowherd has . . .
JIVER, by Frank Howard.
Graduating in
Is delightful collection of Cowherd's chief source of nervousness right now is just what the
pictures life as a man senbig man will become . . . Some
J to nature sees it. Through
Iges of this book we see vio- think he will m become a football
lafting in the spring scented player, but this assumption obviously is not based in fact . . .
ad sunsets pouring molten
bver the Oconee landscape, Coach Cowherd thinks Frisbie
do we find a man more wiU really begin to pick up the
to those things which marbles during the coming year.
Operated by old, Clemson man
No one seems to know where
life worth-while.
HAMISH TURNER
picking
up
the
marbles
will
get
I poet's words as quoted in
him
in
football.
It's
a
habit
he'll
flowing lines far more elo•
than ours attest to his have to get rid pi . .... Frisbie is
one of the players who recently
Schedules Leaving Clemson For:
have achieved limelight by ad-ild Cage my life to wind
1.
Anderson
vocating bringing back the handle
4. Newberry
Ligh yards and fields of
AM 7:40, 11:04
which interference players used
AM 3:55
Ireen devine;
PM 1:25, 3:55, 7:15
to wear on the back of their pants
fears ago when at my
2. Greenville & Spartanburg 5. Anderson, Florence, ClinHe thinks it would help the slow
lirth,
AM 6:38
ton, Whitmire, Carlisle,
field
judges
who
can't
keep
up
PM 12:40, 5:10
1 first down upon the
Chester, Rock Hill, Ft
with the play . . . Frisbie hails
3; Greenwood and Columbia
Prth,
Mill, Charlotte.
from
Preacherville,
which
is
also
AM
7:40,
11:04
pailing clouds I vowed
AM 11:04
PM 1:25, 3:55, 7:15
the hometown of immortal "Doc"
PM 3:55
pass
Plankhard. "Big Dick" says he
gh my life as pure as
We now operate through buses Charlotte to Tampa, conneccan remember when "Doc" was
|ass;
tions with this service can be made at Whitmire, S C.
only
an
intern
...
A
lot
of
oldvould I drive a stake
timers remember the day three
For additional information, fares and schedules, eon.
|y through the heart of
years ago when, in the Clemsonke.
tact local agent.
If space prohibits us from Schenley game during a high
P. S. McCollum, Owner
|ne of poet Howard's best wind, Dick got the ball from cenCHARTER TRIPS: Contact home office Spartanbure S r
or branch office, Anderson, S. C.
spartanourg, S. C,
poems, "Crossing the ter, wound up, and threw the
ht it is to be highly rec- same pass tour times ... So that's
"The Official College Book and Suppy Store"
the story of Dick's life. Make
1/?
WE HAUL EXPRESS
I the most of it.
By CRACKED BATHANDLE

Students Request
That All Forthcoming
Dances Be Cancelled

@we Anderson's

LEE PALMER & SONS

BOTANY and McGREGOR

Sprinkleburg Does Cartwheels On Fronl
Campus; Resides In Seneca Jail Now

Unsightly Professors
To Be Removed Soon

CLEMSON APPLIANCE SHOP

ATTENTION

Frisbie Proves To
Be Mountain Giant

ALL STUDENTS

...TRAVEL
BUS

CAROLINA STAGES
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Place Your Ring Order By June 1

If. C. martin Drug Company
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